HEAD
- cut 1 of felt
- cut 1 of fabric

VEST FRONT
- cut 2 of felt

BUCKLE
- cut 1 of felt

PANTS
- cut 2 of fabric

BELT
- cut 2 of fabric

SHIRT
- cut 2 of fabric
VEST BACK
cut 1 of felt

HOOD
cut 1 of felt

GOGGLES
cut 2 of felt
cut 2 of vinyl

EARS
cut 4 of felt

ARMS
cut 2 of fabric
cut 2 of fabric reversed

HANDS
cut 2 of fabric
cut 2 of fabric reversed

FEET
cut 2 of fabric
cut 2 of fabric reversed

LEGGS
cut 2 of fabric
cut 2 of fabric reversed
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